Modeling the time and energy behavior of the GCR intensity in the periods of low activity around the last three solar minima
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Abstract: Using the simple model for the description of the GCR modulation in the heliosphere and the sets of parameters discussed in the accompanying paper we model some features of the time and energy behavior of the GCR intensity near the Earth observed during periods of low solar activity around three last solar minima. In order to understand the mechanisms underlying these features in the GCR behavior, we use the suggested earlier decomposition of the calculated intensity into the partial intensities corresponding to the main processes (diffusion, adiabatic losses, convection and drifts).
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1 Introduction

The period of low solar activity of the last solar cycle (SC) 23 was rather strange not only because of the record–setting heliospheric and GCR characteristics in the minimum 23/24 between SC 23 and 24 (see references in our accompanying papers [1, 2]). Some other time and energy details were also unusual [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]: the abrupt change of the energy dependence of the GCR modulation some time before the moments of the maximum of the intensity; the unusual sequence of these moments for the low and high energy particles; the unusual correlation between changes of the different hemispheric parameters. A few works were devoted to the interpretation of these details [8].

In this paper using the simple model for the description of the GCR modulation and the sets of parameters discussed in [2] we try to reproduce some of the above time and energy features in the GCR intensity near the Earth around three last solar minima. Besides, in order to understand the mechanisms underlying these features in the GCR behavior, we discuss the behavior of some other GCR characteristics, the radial gradients and the partial intensities corresponding to the main processes (diffusion, adiabatic losses, convection and drifts), which we calculate using the method of decomposition of the calculated intensity suggested in [9, 10].

2 The model

In [2] we discuss the differential boundary–value problem for the distribution function $U(\vec{r}, p, t) = J(\vec{r}, T, t)/p^2$ [11, 12, 13]:

$$-\nabla \cdot \left( \mathcal{K} \nabla U \right) + \nabla \cdot \left( \vec{V}_\text{conv} \nabla U \right) - \frac{1}{3} \frac{\partial U}{\partial p} \nabla p - \nabla \cdot \vec{V}_\text{drift} \nabla U = 0 \quad (1)$$

with the usual boundary conditions at $r = r_{\text{min}}, r_{\text{max}}$ and poles (without termination shock and heliosheath) and the “initial” condition $U|_{t = t_{\text{ini}}} = U_{\text{ini}}(p_{\text{max}})$, where $J$, $p$, and $T$ are the intensity, momentum and kinetic energy of the particles, $p_{\text{max}} = 150$ GeV/c and $U_{\text{ini}}$ is the distribution function of the unmodulated GCRs. The set of constant model parameters $\{\eta\}$, is chosen in [2] as well as the sets of the main $\{B_{t,E}, V_{\text{sw},E}, \alpha_c\}_m$ and additional $\{r_{\text{max}}, \alpha_g\}_a$ parameters necessary to describe the GCR intensity in the minima of the last solar cycles. Here $B_{t,E}, V_{\text{sw},E}, \alpha_c$ are the magnitude of the HMF radial component, the solar wind velocity (both near the Earth) and the heliospheric current sheet (HCS) tilt angle, respectively, and $r_{\text{min}}, r_{\text{max}}$ and $\alpha_g$ are the minimum and maximum radii of the modulation region and the index in the rigidity dependence of the GCR diffusion coefficients, respectively.

So using the same $\{\eta\}$, the measured values of $\{B_{t,E}, V_{\text{sw},E}, \alpha_c\}_m$ and the additional factors $\{r_{\text{max}}, \alpha_g\}_a$ one can calculate the GCR intensity for any time in the whole heliosphere for any energy. Here we are interested in comparison of the time and energy behavior of the calculated and observed GCR proton intensity near the Earth ($r = r_E = 1$ AU, $\vartheta = \vartheta_E = 90$ deg) in three periods of low solar activity around solar activity minima 21/22, 22/23 and 23/24 for the low $T_{\text{low}} = 200$ MeV and high $T_{\text{high}} = 15000$ MeV energy particles.

We compare the observed GCR intensity with that calculated using the main heliospheric characteristics averaged for one year before the moments when the GCR intensity was observed, since this is the characteristic time for the solar wind to reach the heliospheric boundary [14]. As the periods of low solar activity we consider the periods with the “dipole” type of the HMF polarity distribution (with the only and global HCS, see [15]) when the quasi–tilt $\vartheta_{\text{qs}}$, the half of the heliolatitude HCS range calculated using the Wilcox Solar Observatory (WSO) model [16], can be used as a HCS tilt angle $\alpha_c$ in the models of drift velocity [17, 18, 19].

3 Additional calculated GCR characteristics

In the process of solving boundary–value problem (1) for each time run (the Carrington rotation) the finite difference approximation of the radial gradient of the relative intensity $u(r_E, \vartheta_E, T) \equiv J(r_E, \vartheta_E, T)/J_{\text{ini}}(T)$ is saved for each...
step in energy and then its time behavior can be considered for the low and high energy particles.

The decomposition of the calculated intensity into the partial “intensities” connected with the main processes of the GCR modulation is discussed in more details in [9, 10]. Here we only mention that just as the radial gradient of the relative intensity in the process of solving boundary-value problem for each step in energy we also save the finite difference approximation of each term of (1) for \( r_F, \theta_F \). Then we reconsider the usual partial transport equation (1) as the ordinary differential equation with respect to momentum which can be easily integrated as the approximation of all terms have been already memorized for all energies. In such a way (and converting from the distribution function to intensity) we get the partial “intensities” corresponding to the diffusion \( I_p^{diff} \), convection \( I_p^{conv} \) and drift \( I_p^{drift} \), and their sum \( I^{pdc} \). As we also know the total calculated intensity \( I \), we can calculate the difference \( I - I^{pdc} \) and call it the partial “intensity”, corresponding to the adiabatic loss, \( I_{p\text{adiab}} \). So we get \( I = I_p^{diff} + I_p^{conv} + I_p^{adiab} + I_p^{drift} \). As this decomposition is made for each time run we can study the time behavior of each partial “intensity” along with the total calculated intensity for the low and high energy particles.

The inverted commas in the “intensities” emphasize the conventionality of these terms, which can be negative if the process leads to the reduction of the total intensity. Of course, the meaning of, for example, the partial diffusion intensity is not simply the contribution of this process in the total intensity, as the diffusion term in (1) depends on the intensity gradient which is the product of all processes.

### 4 General features of the GCR intensity

In Fig. 1 the time profiles of some time–dependent parameters of the model and of the GCR intensity near the Earth (both calculated and observed) are shown for the periods around three last solar minima. The 27d averaged HMF characteristics near the Earth [20] and the HCS quasi–tilt \( \alpha_q \) ([16], classic) are yearly smoothed. As the observed low energy proton GCR intensity \( J(200 \text{ MeV}) \) we use for 1973–2006 \( J_p(120 – 230 \text{ MeV}) \) (IMP8/GME, reported in [21]) and for 2006–2009 \( J_p(110 – 240 \text{ MeV}) \) (PAMELA, constructed in [1] from the data reported in [22]). The time behavior of the calculated high energy proton GCR intensity \( J(15000 \text{ MeV}) \) is the proxy of the neutron monitor data (Moscow, effective energy \( T_{\text{eff}} \approx 15000 \text{ GeV} \)).

As to the behavior of the main time–dependent parameters of the model one can see the gradual (almost linear) change from solar minimum 21/22 through 22/23 to 23/24 opposite for \( B_{r,F} \) and \( \alpha_q \) which was discussed in [2]. The time profile of \( V_{\text{ne,keV}} \) is not shown in Fig. 1 but it demonstrates the gradual decrease for the last three minima. For the calculations in this paper we decided not to change the additional parameters \( \{r_{\text{max}},c_R\}_{\text{g}} \) around each solar minimum, while their change between minima 21/22–22/23 and 23/24, also discussed in [2] is easily seen in Fig. 1 (b).

The calculated low energy GCR intensity (red line in Fig. 1(c)) is very close to the observed one for almost the whole period around 21/22 solar minimum (except for 1981–1982) and also for 2008–2009 before the 23/24 solar minimum. Note that the HMF polarity \( A \) is negative for both of these periods. In contrast, for the A-negative period around the 22/23 solar minimum the time profile of the calculated GCR intensity is more narrow than that of the observed intensity although the well–known tendency of the alternating peak-like (for \( A < 0 \)) and more flat (for \( A > 0 \)) proton intensity time profiles is seen in the calculated GCR intensity as well.

Since the calculated high energy GCR intensity is shown for all three periods as normalized to the calculated low energy intensity with the single normalization period 1983–1986 before the intensity maximum in 1987, it is only natural that both curves almost coincide around 21/22 minimum (with small but distinct softening of the calculated GCR spectrum in 1986–1987). However, the decrease of the calculated high energy normalized intensity with respect to the calculated low energy one is very distinct for the whole \( A \)–positive period around 22/23 solar minimum and for the first half of \( A \)–negative period before solar minimum 23/24 getting even greater for 2008–2009. So the results of the calculation support the conclusion of [1] on the gradual softening of the GCR variation spectrum when one goes from 21/22 to 22/23 solar minima getting exceptional near 23/24 minimum. Note, however, that softening of the GCR spectrum during the \( A \)–positive period (1990–2000) with respect to the \( A \)–negative one (1980–1990) is to some extend just the manifestation of the magnetic cycle, as the cross–over of the differential spectra for these two periods occurs at \( T_{\text{co}} \approx 10 \text{ GeV} \) (see [2]).
5 Additional features of the GCR intensity

In Fig. 2 beside the total GCR intensity, the time profiles of the additional GCR characteristics (the radial gradients of the relative intensity and partial “intensities” connected with the main processes of the modulation) are shown for the low and high energy particles along with time profiles of $B_{r,c}$ and $a_{eq}$.

The time behavior of the calculated local relative intensity gradients is rather interesting and unexpected. First, why does the radial gradient increase when one approaches the moment of the intensity’s maximum for the low energy particle for both types of HMF polarity, while for the high energy particles the situation is opposite? Its behavior for the high energies looks as more expected as we are accustomed to the idea that the radial gradients decrease as one goes from maximum to minimum of the solar cycle. Second, for the “normal” pair of solar minima, 21/22 and 22/23, the calculated radial gradients of the intensity are higher for A-positive than for A-negative periods, although we are accustomed to the opposite behavior of the radial gradient. However, in this case one should remember that this usual behavior concerns the radial gradients in the free heliosphere far from both its outer and inner regions while the gradients and intensities shown in Fig. 2 (b) are for the inner heliosphere, rather near the Sun with its strong magnetic fields. And third, why does the radial gradient of the high energy intensity manifest such a strong and abrupt quasi–periodical variations (something like quasi–biannual ones) while for the low energy particles (and even for the heliospheric modulating factors) these variations are much less evident? Now we cannot answer all these questions, but the answers are very important for understanding the GCR intensity behavior and especially for the partial “intensities” as the latter are directly connected to the intensity gradients by their definition.
sity time profile during A–positive solar minima can be due to the fact that the pointed in magnitude drift contribution reduces the intensity making the profile V–like (or at least more flat), while for A–negative periods it enhances the intensity making the profile A–like. Note that this conclusion is opposite to the usual view that the GCR intensity time profile is flat around the qA > 0 solar minimum because in this case the particles come to the Earth from the high latitudes and don’t feel the form of the HCS, [17]

The adiabatic term is almost of the same magnitude as the diffusion term but of the opposite sign. So it can be useful to construct their sum, then add to it also small convection term calling the result the diffusion–adiabatic–convection (dac) partial GCR intensity $J^\text{dac}_p$. Then the total intensity can be considered as the sum of two main partial “intensities”, $J = J^\text{dac}_p + J^\text{drift}_p$. In Fig.3 along with the main heliospheric modulating factors and the radial gradients of the relative intensity the time profiles of the above main GCR partial intensities are compared for 4–year periods around two last solar minima with the same HMF polarity $A < 0$. Note that now to see the details better we used the linear scale for the intensities and the drift partial intensity is multiplied by 5.

The first interesting detail one can see from Fig.3 is that for the low energy particles the magnitudes of the drift term for 21/22 (1987) and 23/24 (2009) solar minima are about the same (the lower HMF strength in 2009 is compensated by the higher tilt angle) while the dac–term and total intensity are significantly (50–70 %) higher for the second minimum. The situation with the high energies looks much more symmetric, that is the small excess of the total intensity in 2009 consists of comparable excesses in both dac– and drift terms. It means that according to our model the additional flux of low energy particles in 2009 with respect to 1987 which is discussed in [3, 6, 2] is due mainly to enhanced diffusion rather than drift. The second interesting detail is that the time profile of the calculated intensity is much more pointed in 2009 than in 1987 and the moment of its maximum in 2009 coincides with the moment of minimum of tilt, not of HMF strength, as in 1987. Finally the third feature seen in the relative behavior of different main partial intensities is the change of the drift contribution when compared with the diffusion (or dac–term), especially sudden for 23/24 period. In the middle of 2008 the drift term started to grow faster while the dac–term almost stopped growing. Probably this feature can be relevant to the change in 2008 of the observed GCR intensity variation spectrum reported in [6].

Note that in this paper we have not used all the potentials of the model. We have not tried to imitate the change of $\Delta B/\delta B$ in correlation with the HCS tilt reported in [7], $B$ and $\Delta B$ being the HMF strength and its variation, respectively. Besides, the gradual component of the change of $c_{\text{max}} \propto \sqrt{N_p V_{sw}}$ in 1980–2000 could result in the gradual softening of the GCR intensity variation in accordance with the observations [1]. At least this explanation of the gradual softening of the GCR intensity variation would look more substantiated by the observations than the gradual change of the energy dependence of the diffusion coefficient which was used in [14] to reproduce the PAMELA energy spectrum in 2006–2009 [22].

6 Conclusions

1. Using rather simple model of the GCR modulation in the heliosphere it is possible to reproduce to some extend the important features of the time and energy behavior of the GCR intensity in the periods around last three solar activity minima: the general form of the time profiles of the low energy GCR intensity; the great excess of the low energy GCR intensity during the last solar minimum; the gradual softening of the GCR spectrum when one goes from one period around solar minimum to the next one.

2. To understand the mechanisms underlying the observed features of the time and energy behavior of the GCR intensity in the periods around the last three solar activity minima the use of some additional calculated characteristics of the GCR intensity (the local intensity radial gradients and partial “intensities” connected with the main processes of the modulation) can be very useful.

3. The relative changes of the different partial “intensities”, probably, indicate to the causes of some peculiarities in the GCR intensity observations (what mechanisms are behind the different forms of the intensity–time profiles during periods of opposite HMF polarity; what mechanism is mainly responsible for the energy dependent excess of the GCR intensity during the last solar minimum; how the change of the different heliospheric parameters influences the different components of the GCR intensity etc). Some features of the behavior of the radial gradients of the GCR intensity are still intriguing and need further consideration.
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